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swarmriders original soundtrack dlc

This game is not working on the Vive. Black screen and a crash. People are posting, but the developers aren't listening.. I
definitely recommened this pack. It gives you a whole hub world to play around on and theres a good a roster of characters to
unlock to like Mr Good and Evil and Dr Fly, Just to name a few. Theres also some really cool and spooky vehicles like the ghost
train. Apart from the vehicles and characters, theres also some fun quests in the mix. I'd definitely recommened this pack for
people who also bought the Classic Space too. Lots of fun content!. It's literally gem-matching in space! I gave it some time but
I simply can't recommend this game as it feels a bit lacking in its overall appeal. The game feels barren and it lacks the charm to
keep me hooked.. didnt got the black mask of forest caller chief...anyone knows how to fix this?. English Version \/ English
Subs Plssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss. Maybe the other translations are better, but I can't recommend the English version of this
game. The music is nice but overpowering at times (with nil option to change the volume or mute) and the drawings are as-on-
the-box, but the translation is nigh unintelligible. Also, the skip button doesn't work and the pacing with choices is very uneven.
I think the game characters say it best:
"At first you seemed to me normal. And after it, I even don't know."
"Did you see that? She seemed such good at first [given the 'mostly positive' ratings on steam]."
- Square brackets added, but otherwise - yes, those are direct quotes, and the level of translation you can expect.. Definitely
better and more challenging than the first game. Excited for #3 and #4.. Take it: If you love your games oozing with charm and
if you like quirky two-player physics puzzles.
Leave it: If you want your games to have more substance.

We undertook our journey of 39 days because we were intrigued by the style and voice acting, and because the explicit design
for two players was something we were looking for.
The game is charming and well made, with puzzle heavily relying on both players cooperating, sometimes in symmetrical roles,
sometimes asymmetrically.
The game is all it promises to be, among which is "short", so we completed our journey and had a final cuppa about 2 hours
later. It's on the brink of being overpriced for such a short game, and this is why I don't recommend it. However, there is fun to
be had here if you have some bucks to spare.. Shift to kick the bombs, Space to place them.
Stop reading and download it.
Thank me later.
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This is a nice little game. It's made by one of the developers that made the Shin Megami Tensei spinoff, Synchronicity Prologue.
(If you haven't played that, I highly suggest you play that as well)

I highly suggest checking this out. If you liked the way Shantae and the Pirate Curse broke up levels into stages, you'll likely
enjoy this as well. Backtracking through old stages isn't ever actually necessary, but there are tons of items and extra things to
get once you have new abilities. Game took me about 8 hours to complete when taking into account the end game content.

The game isn't too hard, but you will probably die a lot. It's not super frustrating to die, and you never lose too much progress.
The controller support is iffy, but on steam, someone has a controller configuration uploaded that maps the keyboard controls to
controller, and there is no problem using that. The game does have controller support, but it won't let you remap the analog stick
to the dpad. I can't play this type of game with an analog stick, so mapping controls was necessary in my case. Story wise, the
game is cute, albeit relatively predictable. It's well written, and the translation held up well in my opinion.. Hack'n'Slash game
where you play as archer class character.
Future is a rare topic for this kind of games. I guess graphic and effects are things that kept me playing till the end.
But there are cons:

 Door code puzzles - Only distract from slaying zombies and robots

 Movement puzzles (Oh, I really hate these ones) when you need to go through obstacles that can kill you after few hits. I
cannot realize why would somebody can consider it entertaining. In the most cases, I just tanked through.

 Too short - only 3 chapters (3 areas) and 1 NPC

Despite these cons, I still found this game fun.. I bought this mostly on a whim. Having seen what Early Access looks like these
days, I didn't have high hopes. But honestly, I was very surprised by this one.

Now, as of me writing this, there are some issues;
Firstly, keyboard controls are the only way to go at the moment, but a gamepad would feel more comfortable. I know the
developer said they're changing up the gamepad controls, but the fix can't really get here soon enough.
Secondly, enemy variety does leave something to be desired. With every mook with a sword looking the exact same as every
other mook with a sword, it does get a bit repetitive.
Third, in english, some of the speech is still... off, though I am aware that the developers of this game are not native english
speakers. Some of the speech bubbles do bleed off of the screen, and I suspect they don't do this in the chinese version.

However, the gameplay is solid, the art style is appealing and uniform, the sound design is pretty good, and I'm really digging the
soundtrack. There is an entire character customization feature that I was not at all expecting, but it really fits. But the big one...
the big one, here...
It's fun! I can really see this game being pretty good, and the only issues I've seen are not all that hard to fix.

And, it's an Early Access title that has content, feels like it has been developed before they started asking for money, AND it
actually works.. Starring Al Jourgensen as Doctor Dave. Was fun for around 20 mins.

4/10. A fantastic sequel to Beat Hazard 1 and quickly catching up and expanding upon features introduced in Beat Hazard Ultra,
as well as moving in new exciting directions.
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